The phase diagram of non-compact lattice QED in four dimensions with staggered fermions of charges 1 and −1/2 is investigated. The renormalized charges are determined and found to be in agreement with perturbation theory. This is an indication that there is no continuum limit with non-vanishing renormalized gauge coupling, and that the theory has a validity bound for every finite value of the renormalized coupling. The renormalization group flow of the charges is investigated and an estimate for the validity bound as a function of the cut-off is obtained. Generalizing this estimate to all fermions in the Standard Model, it is found that a cut-off at the Planck scale implies that α R has to be less than 1/80. Due to spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, strongly bound fermion-antifermion composite states are generated. Their spectrum is discussed.
Introduction
Interest in non-perturbative investigations of QED has a long history. From perturbation theory there are indications (Landau pole [1] ) that the cut-off can only be removed from the theory if the renormalized charge vanishes. Also, it is a yet unsolved fundamental question [2] , why the fine structure constant has the value α ≃ 1/137. At strong coupling, QED exhibits a chiral symmetry breaking phase transition of 2nd order [3, 4, 5, 6] , where tightly bound fermion-antifermion pairs are generated. There one could expect a deviation from the charge screening behaviour known from perturbative QED. The phase transition makes strongly coupled U(1) gauge theories interesting also for applications in technicolour theories because of large anomalous dimensions of the operatorψψ [7] . For several years, the possibility of a non-trivial continuum limit, or a non-trivial ultraviolet-stable fixed point of the Callan-Symanzik β function, has been investigated in the non-compact formulation of QED on the lattice (see for example [9] - [16] ).
Studying non-compact lattice QED with dynamical fermions, some groups find non-trivial scaling behaviour [12, 17, 18] , others find their critical exponents to indicate triviality [13, 19] . The QED β function has been studied non-perturbatively on the lattice [15, 20] , and using Schwinger-Dyson equations [21] . It turns out to be in agreement with perturbation theory and to show no indications of a non-trivial fixed point. If QED is trivial in the limit of infinite cut-off, there is a maximal cut-off corresponding to every finite value of the renormalized charge. One is interested in the size of this validity bound. A rough estimate of it has been made in a lattice study of QED with one charge [15] .
In nature one finds several differently charged types of fermions. In the presence of several charges, new non-perturbative phenomena may arise which could affect the phase structure. An important question is whether chiral symmetry breaking sets in at the same value of the bare coupling for all fermions or whether some fermion species can be massless and others in the chirally broken phase at the same time. The phase diagram of such a system has to be investigated with respect to a physically interesting continuum limit. In QED with one charge, neutral pointlike Goldstone bosons and scalar particles are generated due to the chiral symmetry breaking phase transition. One could expect that in the two-charge model there is a larger number of neutral pointlike bound states which could in principle carry colour charge and have an effect on the β function of QCD. Moreover, electrically charged bound states may appear which could change the behaviour of the QED β function and push the validity bound towards much lower energies. It is of interest to see whether charge renormalization is in agreement with perturbation theory and which states give relevant contributions.
To investigate non-perturbative phenomena in the coupling between different species of fermions, a model with two species of staggered fermions with a ratio of their charges of −1/2 ('two-charge model') was studied, comparable to u and d quarks whose strong and weak interactions are switched off.
In section 2 of this paper a description of the model and details of the simulation are given. The phase diagram, obtained from the chiral condensates, and the scaling behaviour are discussed. The charged sector of the model is presented in section 3. The renormalized charges are determined non-perturbatively using current-photon correlation functions and are compared with renormalized lattice perturbation theory. There is good agreement which leads to the conclusion that the model is trivial. Using perturbation theory, the renormalization group flow of the charges is determined, which leads to an estimate of the validity bound resulting from triviality. Spectrum and renormalization group flows of fermion-antifermion composite states are discussed in section 4.
2
Phase diagram and scaling behaviour
Action and Simulation Details
The 'two-charge model' contains a non-compact gauge field with the action
and two sets with each four flavours of staggered fermions which couple to the gauge fields with couplings 1 and -1/2, corresponding to u and d quarks with only electromagnetic interactions:
The coupling β is related to the bare electric charges e k by β = 1/(c k e k ) 2 , k = 1, 2. The lattice spacing a is set to 1. The fermion matrices are given by
In the limit m d → ∞ this model goes over into non-compact QED with one charge [9, 14] . For the gauge fields, periodic boundary conditions in all four directions were chosen, for the fermions periodic spatial and antiperiodic temporal boundary conditions. The simulations were performed on lattices of size 8 3 × 12. From simulations with one charge, one expects that for the chosen values of β, m u and m d finite size effects are small [15] . For each simulated point (β, m u , m d ) O(1000) configurations in equilibrium were generated using a Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm. Every fifth was stored for spectrum and charge calculations.
Staggered fermions are a useful choice for studying chiral symmetry properties at finite lattice spacing. The action (3) of the two-charge model has for the kth species of fermions a chiral U(1) V × U(1) A symmetry, if m k = 0. The order parameters are the chiral condensates
which are computed using a stochastic estimator [22] . Simulation results for the chiral condensates are shown in tables 1 and 2.
Determination of the critical points
In non-compact QED with one set of staggered fermions the chiral condensate σ is consistent with a mean field like equation of state with logarithmic corrections motivated from a linear σ model [15, 23] . The parameters in the equation of state are expanded in a power series in the reduced coupling (1 − β/β c ), where β c denotes the critical coupling. The logarithmic corrections are only expected to become important very close to the critical point due to renormalization effects. It is expected that they become relevant also here if one goes closer to the critical point. From the results in tables 1 and 2, and as illustrated for β = 0.18 in figure 1 , it appears that the chiral condensates are fairly independent of the other fermion's bare mass. Thus to determine the critical points in the two-charge model an Ansatz with two uncoupled mean field like equations of state with logarithmic corrections for each fermion is used:
For the determination of the renormalization group flow it is desirable to know the chiral condensates as a function of (β, m u , m d ) in the whole parameter space. It turns out to be possible to approximate the chiral condensates for all β with equations of state (6), using the following expansion of the couplings:
and
and p k are fit parameters. Including all results for σ u simulated 
Renormalized fermion masses
The next step in the investigation of the critical behaviour is the determination of the renormalized fermion masses or inverse fermionic correlation lengths. Because the fermions are charged, their correlation functions are gauge dependent. For the calculation of their expectation value, a technique as described in references [26, 15] is used. First, Landau gauge is fixed by imposing the following gauge fixing condition:
where∆ µ denotes the backward derivative on the lattice. An additional gauge-like degree of freedom is the invariance of the action under the local transformation
where L µ is the lattice extent in the µ direction. The lattice average of the gauge fieldĀ
has a nonvanishing expectation value on our (relatively small) ensembles. By shifting it by multiples of 4π/L µ , such that it is restricted to this additional degree of freedom was fixed. In the two-charge model this interval is chosen twice as large as in a model with fermions of charge 1. This is necessary to preserve also the boundary conditions of the d fermion, which couples with charge −1/2.Ā µ is approximately constant over O (10 − 20) configurations. Following the procedure described in [26, 15] , the set of data samples at each parameter value was divided into subsets of 10-20. The correlation functions were averaged over each subset and fitted with the free form of a staggered fermion propagator in a constant background field B µ . For the u fermion, B µ agrees with the expectation value of A µ , taken over the given subset, for the d fermion with the expectation value of −Ā µ /2. The fits were performed with the routine MINUIT. The Ansatz gives a good description of the data. An example for this is shown in figure 4 . Results are given in tables 4 and 5. Another indication that the fermion correlation functions behave simliar to free propagators with a renormalized mass m u,dR , is obtained by comparing the simulation data for the chiral condensates with free propagator expressions:
with the lattice momenta
Figures 5 and 6 show that for small masses the results agree quite well with eqs. (13) . The fermion wave function renormalization constant is O(1). Since m kR ∝ χ k χ k for small m kR , eqs. (6) and (7) imply that near β ≃ β cu the renormalized u mass scales according to
and the renormalized d mass according to
The scaling behaviour of the d is thus in this region close to the perturbative behaviour, which is very different from the behaviour of the u fermion in this region.
For very large β both renormalized masses follow eq. (15) . In the neighbourhood of β ≃ β cd , eqs. (6) and (7) indicate that
In this region the difference between the bare and renormalized masses of the d becomes small. Figure 7 shows a sketch of the phase diagram. The agreement of the results with eq. (6) suggests that there are two distinct regions of chiral symmetry breaking for both fermion species. This does not correspond to the expectations in a confining theory. If chiral symmetry breaking in non-compact QED was related to confinement, one would expect both species of fermions to develop chiral condensates in the same time. The end points of the phase boundary of the u, which separates the symmetric phase of the u on the m u = 0 surface from its broken phase, are given by β cu and β c , the critical point of QED with one set of u fermions [15] which is the limit of the two-charge model if m d → ∞. In the presence of more charges, the critical point is shifted towards stronger coupling, so β cu is slightly smaller than β c . In the limit m u → ∞, which corresponds to QED with one set of charges with coupling β = 4/e 2 one expects this to occur at β c /4 (∼ 0.046, using the result of [15] ). In the two-charge model a value very close to this is obtained, β cd ≃ 0.047. Below β cu , no continuum limit with two fermion species is possible. For the investigated parameter values at β ≤ 0.14, the renormalized u masses are O(1) in lattice units, which means the u fermion is in this region practically not present in the spectrum. In the region β β cu both fermion masses can go to zero, so this region is the most interesting candidate for a continuum limit of the model. 
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The renormalized coupling
Charge determination on the lattice
The Ward identities ensure that the charge renormalization is entirely determined by the wave function renormalization of the photon:
Z 3 is given by the zero momentum limit of the gauge invariant part of the photon propagator:
The sum in eq. (18) runs over all directions µ and for each µ over all N k choices of k with fixed k 2 and k µ = 0. Due to the lattice, the momenta enter the photon propagator ask
The right hand side of (18) turns out to be strongly fluctuating and inappropriate for an extrapolation to k → 0. Thus for the calculation of D(k) a method analogous to references [14, 15, 27] is used. The photon propagator D(k) is re-expressed using the Ward identities [28] in terms of a correlator between the gauge field and the fermion current:
where in the two-charge model
The correlator in eq. (21) has less fluctuations and could be used for an extrapolation of D(k) to k → 0. The fermion current was computed using a stochastic estimator with 30-75 inversions of the fermion matrices.
Comparison with perturbation theory
Taking contributions of both fermions into account, in one-loop perturbation theory the vacuum polarization tensor has the following form:
where Π (1) µν (k, m R , V ) is the vacuum polarization tensor for a single set of fermions with the renormalized mass m R on a lattice of volume V . Projection onto the gauge invariant part yields
where Π (1) (k, m R , V ) is the one loop vacuum polarization function for one set of staggered fermions:
The second term on the right hand side occurs because Π
µµ (0, m R , V ) = 0 for a finite V . This would correspond to a finite photon mass, and the term is subtracted off. Here, a fixed µ has been chosen with k µ = 0. Finally one obtains for the photon propagator in the two-charge model:
Extrapolating this to V → ∞, k → 0:
gives the perturbative relation between the bare and the renormalized coupling. Combining the last two expressions, one gets the fit formula for the Monte Carlo results for D(k):
The renormalized coupling β R is the only free parameter in the fit. For the calculation of Π(0, m uR , m dR , ∞), the effect of the zero modesĀ µ of the gauge field has to be taken into account. Their contribution is important where fermions are light, as are the d fermions at the simulated parameter values with β ∼ β cu . To calculate the perturbative vacuum polarization functions, the background fields are integrated over:
(29) Also in the presence of constant background fields the fermion determinant of free fermions can be written as a product of contributions with definite momentum: 
where
The integral over the background fields was evaluated using a Monte Carlo method, representing the background fields through Gaussian random numbers and calculating the weight of the fermion determinant in the presence of these background fields. Figure 8 shows an example for a fit of D(k) with one-loop perturbation theory in The renormalized coupling can be calculated directly in perturbation theory, using eq. (27) . One would like to compare the data with the perturbative result. Since this is of interest especially in regions of a high cut-off, i.e. for small masses, the limit m uR , m dR ≪ 1 of the vacuum polarization function (27) is taken, which gives
From QED with one species of fermions with charge 1, it is known that c ≃ 0.0210 [15] . Figure 9 shows that in the small mass limit the renormalized charges indeed follow the logarithmic behaviour as in the right hand side of eq. (34). For larger masses, Π is no more a function of m 4 uR m dR alone, but the simulation results are still in agreement with perturbation theory [30] . There does not seem to be an effect on charge renormalization from possible charged bound states. The agreement with perturbation theory indicates that this model is trivial in the limit of infinite cut-off, and that all renormalized charges vanish if only one fermion mass goes to zero. The renormalized coupling vanishes in those parts of the phase diagram (see figure 7) where σ u or σ d equal zero.
One would now like to find a relation between a finite renormalized coupling and a corresponding cut-off. The ratio of the renormalized masses has to be kept constant while the cut-off is varied. Re-expressing (34) in terms of R = m uR /m dR and exponentiating, one obtains:
From this equation one will be able to estimate the maximal cut-off belonging to each renormalized charge. For this, one needs to know which β coordinate the point with maximal cut-off on a renormalization group flow line with fixed β R and R has. This flow line will be the intersection between the surface with fixed R and the one with fixed β R in the three dimensional parameter space.
Renormalization group flow of the coupling
It is not feasible to cover all the regions of the phase diagram that are of interest with simulations. For a determination of the renormalization group flows of the charge one therefore has to make use of extrapolation methods. If one is able to find a functional dependence of the renormalized mass on the bare parameters it is possible to calculate the renormalized coupling using perturbation theory from eq. (27) . The chiral condensates can be approximated as functions of β, m u and m d through the equations of state. Figures 5 and 6 suggest that the renormalized masses can be expressed as functions of the chiral condensate, where for small masses there is agreement with the free propagator relation eq. (13) , and the leading term is linear. For the renormalization group flows one is primarily interested in regions where both fermion masses are smaller than 1, so m uR is fitted for β ≥ 0.14 with the Ansatz
Here, χ 2 per degree of freedom is 1.5. The following fit gives a good description for the d mass for β ≥ 0.14:
with χ 2 per degree of freedom equal to 2.2. A cubic term is not needed here. The fit parameters P and Q are given in table 6. As illustrated in figure 10 , one thus obtains a good description for the renormalized masses. To obtain the renormalized masses as a function of the bare parameters, first the equations of state were solved explicitly for the chiral condensates using Müller's method [31] for calculating zeros of non-linear functions. The results were thus inserted into the fit equations (36) and (37) respectively.
Using this method, a grid of values for the mass ratio R in the phase diagram is generated and, using renormalized perturbation theory, also for β R . Using a graphics package, surfaces of constant β R and R can be drawn. Figure 11 shows a surface S β R (black) with a constant β R and its intersection with a surface S R (grey) of constant R of O(1).
For large m u and m d both renormalized fermion masses are large. Therefore β R ∼ β, which implies that surfaces with fixed β R are nearly perpendicular to the β axis. The behaviour at small m u , m d can be read off from eq. (34) . If m u is lowered, the surfaces bend over until they end on the m u = 0 plane below the line where the chiral symmetry of the u fermion is broken. The larger β R is, the closer the end line of the surface on the m u = 0 plane comes to the critical line of the u, except for very small m d . In a whole range of β < β cu and small bare masses, m dR is much smaller than m uR and for constant m d nearly constant. So surfaces with constant β R bend at small m d towards small β, as the black surface in figure 11 indicates. They intersect the m d = 0 plane in the broken phase of the d fermion, and thus cut the β axis at β < β cd . The important point to note is that S β R intersects the surfaces m u = 0 or m d = 0 only in regions where both renormalized fermion masses are non-zero. Surfaces of constant R end for β ≥ β cu on the β axis. The scaling behaviour of the masses in eqs. (14) and (15) implies that at β = β cu these surfaces obey the relation m u ∼ cm 3 d , where c is a constant. If β is lowered past β cu , m uR increases quickly. As indicated in figure 11 , the end line of the surfaces with constant R on the m u = 0 plane therefore has to turn away from the β axis towards a finite m d . For an estimate of the validity bound, the intersection line of both surfaces is of interest, as it represents a flow line where both R and β R are constant while the cut-off scale is changed. It ends on the m u = 0 plane at β < β cu . As one moves down along the intersection line, the cut-off becomes larger, but never reaches infinity.
Validity bound
In non-compact QED with four flavours of staggered fermions of charge 1, the β function goes, in the limit of small renormalized mass, over into the prediction of one loop continuum perturbation theory for four fermion flavours of charge 1 [15] . In the two-charge model with four flavours of charge 1 and four flavours of charge −1/2, a corresponding relation is fulfilled (34) . This suggests that in the presence of N species of fermions the renormalized charge can be approximated with the formula
In this section the lattice spacing a is kept explicitly, to illustrate the dependence on the cut-off. In QED with one charge and in the two-charge model it was reasonable to approximate the bare charge corresponding to the point of maximal cut-off by the critical coupling of the fermion with the strongest coupling. This critical coupling is dependent on the number of dynamical fermions. Comparing β c , determined using mean field equations of state or mean field equations of state with logarithmic corrections, in the quenched case, in models with four flavours of charge 1 [15] , with eight flavours of charge 1 [32] and the two-charge model, one finds the following behaviour:
where ǫ ≃ 0.01. In the Standard Model, one has three generations of fermions of charge 1, three generations and colours of charge 2/3 and three generations and colours of charge 1/3. Expressing the electron mass in units of the cut-off and the other fermion masses in terms of ratios with the electron mass, one obtains
where R µ = m eR /m µR etc. The relation between the lattice spacing a and the cut-off Λ is approximately given by the relation:
Using the physical fermion masses and the physical value of the fine structure constant 1/137, one gets the cut-off Λ 10 32 GeV.
This is much larger than the Planck scale (10 19 GeV). However, if there are more charged particles, e.g. due to supersymmetry, the exponential dependence on the number of charged particles might cause this cut-off to become considerably lower.
If on the other hand one sets the validity bound of QED to be at the Planck scale one obtains the upper bound on the fine structure constant
which is surprisingly small. One also has to note that in eq. (43) the effect of charged W ± bosons is not yet included.
Composite states 4.1 Lattice operators and fits
Correlation functions of scalar and pseudoscalarūu anddd states were investigated:
The sign factors s i determine the lattice representation a state belongs to [34] . The corresponding continuum quantum numbers and states in QCD terminology are listed in table 7. To reduce statistical fluctuations, for each correlation function 32 local sources distributed over the lattice were used. Masses were determined by fits to the formula:
Here, E 1 is the energy of the lightest pseudoscalar and E 2 the energy of the lightest scalar state. The constants A 3 and A 4 correspond to single fermions which propagate in the time direction around the lattice (see [33] ). Here they were not needed for fits ofūu states in any parameter region investigated. Masses of neutral composite states for β ∼ β cu are presented in table 8 and for β ∼ β cd in table 9. For correlation functions of type 2, fits were done with A 2 set to zero. In this channel only the Goldstone pion contributes, since states with the quantum numbers 0 +− cannot be realized in the quark model. Figure 12 shows correlation functions of type 2 at β ∼ β cd and figure 13 at β ∼ β cu . Forūu states a fit interval t min /t max = 1/11 was chosen. Close to β cd the mass of the π u is nearly independent of the fit interval, which indicates that there is a good overlap of the pointlike interpolating field with the pion. For β ≤ 0.19, the masses of theūu pions are smaller than 2m uR , thus one can speak of bound states, which become lighter the deeper one goes into the broken phase. For β ≥ 0.20 the π u masses lie above 2m uR . This is an indication that the pion is not bound any more, instead there is possibly in the infinite volume limit a resonance in the pseudoscalar channel. It has to be noted that when a spectrum with many states is fitted with a single exponential, the fit result might be an average between the lowest lying state around 2m R and the excited states [33] .
Fordd states the fit range was at β < 0.10 chosen to be t min /t max = 1/11. For larger β, good fits could not be obtained unless the constants A 3 and A 4 were included. A 3 and A 4 are about O(10 −3 ) smaller than A 1 . The fit interval was in this β range chosen to be t min /t max = 2/10. The π d masses are around β cd below 2m dR , for β > 0.05 there is no bound pseudoscalardd state. Figures 14 and 15 show typical correlation functions of type 1 for couplings close to β cu and β cd . For β values much lower than β cu there is no clear signal for thê σ u correlation function. The results shown in tables 8 and 9 were obtained without including the pseudoscalar contribution in the fit. Apparently, the pseudoscalar state does not give an important contribution to correlation functions of type 1, its amplitude is about an order of magnitude smaller than the one of the scalar state and χ 2 per degree of freedom is the same whether the pseudoscalar state is included in the fit or not. The difference in the results from both fits is of the same order as the error due to the choice of the fit interval. Fit intervals were t min /t max = 2/10. Theσ u energies lie for β values between 0.15 and 0.17 slightly below 2m uR so that they might be bound in this region. For larger β they get larger than twice the renormalized fermion mass. In the parameter region studied, allσ d masses are larger than 2m dR . From the simulation results at β ≥ 0.075, one observes that far in the symmetric phase π d andσ d states are degenerate, as one would expect from restoration of chiral symmetry.
Correlation functions for charged composite states (ūd) have been calculated for β values around β cu , β cd and for β = 0.12. For small β the correlation functions suffer from bad noise problems, and the signal appears to fall off with an energy larger than the inverse lattice spacing. For large β there is a good signal, but the correlation function falls off with an energy which is O(1) in lattice units and thus much larger than the sum of the renormalized fermion masses. At β = 0.12 there is a signal in the channel considered and the energy is of the order of m uR . However, the renormalized u mass is large (O(1)) at those values of the coupling and cannot be determined reliably because correlators are very noisy. Thus no evidence for charged bound states, with small energies in the limit of large cut-off, has been found.
Renormalization group flows
In section 3 it was discussed that in the two-charge model the cut-off cannot be removed if the renormalized coupling is kept finite. In such cases there is always the question if there are parameter regions where physics can be kept fairly constant while the cut-off is changed. In QED with one set of charges, in general flow lines of constant mass ratios involving composite states cross flow lines of constant renormalized charge even before the maximal cut-off resulting from triviality is reached. Only in the sector with very small charges and masses the flow lines are nearly parallel and physics can be kept nearly constant. There are indications that the situation can be improved if four-fermion interactions are included [21] . In the two-charge model the two species of fermions interact with each other only weakly and one expects the behaviour of flows belonging to the d to be completely different from the behaviour of flow lines belonging to the u.
The physically most interesting region in the phase diagram is around β ≃ β cu and at small bare masses. Looking at table 9, it seems reasonable to assume that energies of composite states of one fermion only have a very small dependence on the bare mass of the other fermion and that thus the flow lines in the plane m ≡ m u = m d can easily be generalized to the two dimensional flow surface. To obtain flow lines in the m u = m d plane, an interpolation between the grid of actual simulation results in this plane is performed. For this, the following dependence of mass ratios S on the simulation parameters is assumed:
The Ansatz in eq. (47) is motivated by the logarithmic relation eq. (35) between renormalized masses and the charge, whereas eq. (48) is motivated by the scaling behaviour expected from the equations of state. Surfaces S = const are expected to end on the m u = 0 plane at the phase boundary of the u. As the thick black line in figure 17 indicates, one generally cannot keep the ratio of fermion and pion masses constant on a line with constant fermion mass ratio and renormalized charge, except probably in the perturbative region. Figure 18 shows lines with a constant ratio S = m uR /mσ u . S is varied in steps of 0.025 from 0.3 to 0.6. The lines do not flow into β cu . One expects that lines of constant β R and fermion mass ratio will also in general not lie on the surface one obtains from generalizing S to the three-dimensional parameter space. However, for very small couplings and masses it seems that flow lines with constant coupling and fermion mass ratio follow surfaces with constant mass ratios closely and renormalizability is essentially restored. Lines with constant S = m dR /m π d are shown in figure 19 . S is varied in steps of 0.0125 from 0.025 to 0.1. The lines show that this mass ratio is for large couplings fairly independent of m d . 
Conclusions
In this paper a lattice study of non-compact QED with two sets of staggered fermions with charges 1 (u) and −1/2 (d) ('two-charge model'), is presented. The phase diagram is obtained from the chiral condensates. (7) 1.343(2) Table 9 : Energies of neutral composite states, region β ∼ β cu .
